
   

  
  

Investigation into Khachaturian sisters finished

 

  

The Main Investigations Directorate of the Investigative Committee of Russia has finished the
investigation into Khachaturian sisters’ murdering their father. They are accused of committing an
offense under Paragraph G of Part 2 of Article 105 of the Criminal Code of Russia (murder
committed by a group of persons under a preliminary conspiracy).

According to the investigation, on July 27, 2018, Khachaturian sisters inflicted on their father
numerous stabs and hammer blows on his body including the vital parts--head, neck, and
chest--being in an apartment, acting as a group of persons under a preliminary conspiracy, feeling
acute personal animosity towards their father. The man died of the injuries.

During the assessment of the actions of the accused individuals, the investigation established that the
offense had been motivated by personal animosity caused by their father’s inflicting physical and
psychological suffering on the daughters for a long time, which was considered by the investigation
as extenuating circumstances.
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In the process of the investigation, complex psychological and psychiatric examinations established
the moral state of the perpetrators; in this, two of the sisters had been able to comprehend the nature
of their actions and to control them at the moment of committing the murder.

The investigation gathered enough evidence; therefore, the criminal case into two of Khachaturian
sisters has been sent to the Prosecutor for indictment approval.

The investigation into the youngest sister has been sent to the Prosecutor with an order for
application of a compulsory medical measure.

Video link https://youtu.be/FXRt_x9JlTk

Official spokesperson for the Investigative Committee of Russia S. Petrenko

03 December 2019
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